
COMPANY  
PROFILE



We are a producer of original and design-led 

lighting made from high-quality materials with a high 

proportion of manual craftsmanship. For 30 years, 

our products have been bringing light to thousands 

of interiors around the world.

ABOUT US



•  traditional Bohemian crystal chandeliers

•  contemporary design lights and collections

•  custom-made lights and large lighting projects

OUR OFFER



CRYSTAL 
CHANDELIERS

We are the proud follower of more than 
300-year tradition of manufacturing 
chandeliers in the Bohemian region, and 
our range of traditional crystal chandeliers 
includes more than a thousand unique 
products.



You can find our traditional crystal chandeliers in our catalogue. We will be happy to send it to 
you upon request or you can view its electronic version here.

https://artglass.cz/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/ArtGlass_Catalogue_2016.pdf


CONTEMPORARY 

DESIGN LIGHTS

Original collections of our de-
signers, whose design and innova-
tive execution will add charm and 
wow factor to any interior.



You can find our contemporary lighting fixtures in VISION catalogue. We will be happy  
to send it to you upon request or you can view its electronic version here.

https://artglass.cz/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/ArtGlass_Catalogue_Vision_2021.pdf


DESIGN COLLECTIONS 
OF SMALLER LIGHTS
An offer of interesting collections of smaller lights that combine 
classic and contemporary elements. Each collection is carefully 
designed to form a complete family of lights that allows you to 
equip the entire interior with your preferred design.



You can find our design collections in our NOVUS catalogue. You can view 
its electronic version here.

https://artglass.cz/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/ArtGlass_Catalogue_Novus_2023.pdf


LUXURIOUS CRYSTAL 
CHANDELIERS
Luxurious, large-size crystal chandeliers designed 
down to the smallest detail that demonstrate our 
company’s impressive range of design skills and 
manufacturing capabilities.



You can find luxury lighting fixtures in our brochure LUXURIOUS CRYSTAL CHANDELIERS. 
We will be happy to send it to you upon request or you can view its electronic version here.

https://artglass.cz/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/ArtGlass_Luxurious_Crystal_Chandeliers.pdf


DESIGN PENDANT 
LIGHTS AND 
DECORATIONS

Collections whose unifying element is an 

airy and contemporary design, which stands 

out in the individual elements and is further 

emphasized by their combination in larger 

installations.



You can find pendant lights and decorations in our ELEMENTS brochure. We will be happy to 
send it to you upon request or you can view its electronic version here.

https://artglass.cz/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/ArtGlass_Elements_Collection_Booklet_EN.pdf


Do you want a unique lighting fixture that no one 

else has? Do you have an idea in your head of how 

it should look? Even in this case, we are here for you. 

You will discuss everything with our experienced 

team of designers and we will guide you through the 

entire lighting process from initial design and advice to 

installation.

You can use our presentation The Birth of a Chandelier 

as a guide on how to proceed with the realisation of 

your own light fixture.

CUSTOM-MADE 
LIGHTS

https://artglass.cz/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/ArtGlass_The-Birth_of_a_Chandelier_Dome.pdf


LIGHTING 
PROJECTS

In our thirty years of existence, we have 
realised hundreds of lighting projects.
We can deal with large projects, for 
example for hotels, castles, chateaux, 
religious buildings...



LIGHTING 
PROJECTS

...we can also equip private residences 
exactly according to the wishes of our 
customers.



Jablonec nad Nisou

shop@artglass.cz +420 723 725 571

The company is based in Jablonec nad Nisou,  
a picturesque town in the north of Bohemia, which, 
thanks to its long-standing tradition of glass processing, 
is nicknamed the city of glass and jewellery.
After an appointment, we will be happy to welcome you 
to our showroom, where you can thoroughly inspect 
some of our lighting fixtures and thus convince yourself 
of the high quality of their execution.

WHERE TO FIND US



ARTGLASS s.r.o.

Smetanova 1659/42
466 01 Jablonec nad Nisou

CZECH REPUBLIC

+420 483 369 111 | +420 483 369 113
shop@artglass.cz | sales@artglass.cz

shop.artglass.cz | www.artglass.cz

https://www.facebook.com/artglass.lightings
https://www.instagram.com/artglass_official/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCl4-4neu8hHJE3j_dDvW2cw

